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Ballpoint pen Haptify - in two new trend colours

In 2020, the favourite ballpoint pen Haptify will be available in two new "happy" trend colours: Living Coral and 
Neo Mint ensure happy vibes and perfectly complement the deep blue-cyan coloured model.

Living Coral is the trend colour par excellence - characterised by a mixture of red and yellow tones, this 
extremely positive colour variation radiates warmth and comfort, while at the same time it has an energizing 
effect. It goes perfectly with sea tones like a vibrant deep blue.

With the Neo-Mint colour, Schneider is also fully in vogue. The delicate mint tone can be combined perfectly with 
navy, yellow or even white. The harmonic interaction of the three colour combinations can be appreciated very 
well in the display. It is equipped with thirty ballpoint pens, each with ten pieces per colour.

It is not only the trend colours that make Haptify your favourite pen. The pleasantly soft and anti-slip material of 
the rubberised grip and the three-finger surface promote an ideal grip. This makes it possible to write comfortably 
for a long time without hand fatigue. The refill with its wear-resistant stainless steel tip is replaceable and can be 
easily substituted by any other refill of the "Plug+Play" series. Haptify thus meets all the necessary criteria for a 
long-lasting and sustainable everyday companion that makes you "happy".
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Living Coral is the trend colour par excellence - characterised by a mixture of red and yellow tones, this 
extremely positive colour variation radiates warmth and comfort.
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The colour has an energizing effect.
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The delicate mint tone can be combined perfectly with navy, yellow or even white.
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The harmonious interplay of the three colours can be seen very nicely on the display. Here, the Haptify in Living 
Coral is combined with a dark blue and the Neo Mint colours and offers something for every taste.
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In 2020, the favourite ballpoint pen Haptify will be available in two new "happy" trend colours: Living Coral and 
Neo Mint ensure happy vibes and perfectly complement the deep blue-cyan coloured model.
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